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Keynote
Coach yourself through challenge and change.
Emma Cragg Personal Development Coach
This session will introduce you to the concept of self-coaching, a process designed to
help you prepare for and work through challenging situations.

There is much we can learn and take forward from our experiences of the past 18
months:
• What did we do to keep going in the face of obstacles?
• How did we respond to situations that were out of our control?
• What helped us to gain perspective on the situation?

We will use these questions, among others, as prompts for reflection during the
session. You will take away practical exercises that can help you start to build your own
self-coaching toolkit.
.
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Parallel Session 1A: Blurring boundaries: supporting our students
from home.
Gillian Siddall, Academic Librarian and Hannah Woods, Academic Librarian, both
University of Northampton
The past 18 months have been a testing time for us all – few of us could have predicted
how much and how quickly our lives would change. At the University of
Northampton, the Academic Librarians were in a unique position to quickly adapt to
the first lockdown, having mobile technology and experience of online teaching.
Despite this technological advantage, we still faced challenges. This interactive
workshop offers a chance to discuss your experiences and hear how we survived and
what we’ve learnt from the experience. The speakers offer complimentary
perspectives – the working parent and the singleton. We hope that this workshop will
provide an opportunity for all of us to learn from each other and think about strategies
and working practices that we want to abandon and what we can use in the future.

Parallel Session 1B: The Resource List Engagement Project:
evidence-based approaches to resource list design
Kristy Millard, Reading Resources Coordinator, Madalene George, Student Engagement
Coordinator and Allie Taylor, Academic Liaison Librarian, from University of Worcester
The Resource List Engagement Project combined enhanced Resource List data from the
Talis Advanced Management Information System (MIS) with internal measures such as
module-level grade profiles and staff and student feedback. The project aimed to offer
insight into engagement with module Resource Lists, consider the relationship
between Resource Lists and student success, and showcase a wide variety of best
practice whilst recognising different disciplines, assessment types and pedagogical
approaches.
This interactive session will explore the findings of the project and examine how we
are using evidence-based practice to frame discussions about the pedagogy of
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Resource Lists and the potential for Resource List design to support reading and
enhance student satisfaction and success evidence-based approach to share practical
tips for making the most of Resource List design to support reading and enhance
student satisfaction and success.

Short Session 1A1: Inclusive online teaching for ‘one shot’ academic
skills workshops: a differentiated approach. Pre-Recorded.
Sam Thomas, Learning Development Tutor, University of Northampton
Increasingly, entrants to higher education have a diverse range of educational
backgrounds which require a variety of strategies and support methods. One challenge
faced by the Learning Development team at the University of Northampton is to
ensure that group teaching sessions are of benefit to all students. Our experience of
delivering 'one size fits all' workshops has led us to conclude that they rarely meet the
need of students: some don’t receive enough support, some are already confident and
disengage from the session, while others would benefit from support with developing
completely different skills.
This presentation considers one approach to using methods of differentiation in
structuring academic skills workshops. It summarises findings of research in which
student self-evaluation was used to guide activities in academic skills sessions
embedded in a business module. Strategies for differentiation and inclusion in online
workshops are explored, along with their benefits and limitations.

Short Session 1A2: ‘Transition (and adaptation): supporting
students to make the leap to an online world via academic skills
and peer learning. Pre-Recorded
Polly Harper, Academic Transition Officer, University of Birmingham
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At the University of Birmingham, the Academic Skills Centre has adapted to help our
students make the switch to this new online world of studying over the last year. For
first year students, having to adapt to both the online world, but also a brand new
University environment in itself, this last year has of course never been more
challenging. This talk will therefore particularly focus on our support for first year
transition to University in this new environment. It will discuss how we had to rethink
existing services, such as 1:1 academic skills appointments, workshops and embedded
teaching, through to new services such as regular podcast videos, online ‘study
together afternoons’ and an online Peer assisted study scheme to specifically support
our most under-represented first year students

Short Session 1B1. Research libraries and external funders: the
impact of a pandemic on stakeholder relations
Mark Ecclestone, Archivist and Project Manager, University of Birmingham
How should research libraries prepare for unforeseen events such as a pandemic? This
presentation focuses on the challenges faced when trying to complete an externally
funded cataloguing project during Covid-19: the Save the Children archive project at
the Cadbury Research Library, University of Birmingham. With limited, often no, access
to collections materials for most of 2020, how did the team ultimately manage to meet
the requirements set of us by our funders? Are there lessons to be learnt at the
planning and delivery stages of projects? And what tips and tricks can we share in
order that staff remain focused and energised during unsettling and challenging times?

Short Session 1B2 Everyone’s talkin’ at me: growing your own
podcast? Pre-Recorded
Dr.Gaz Johnson, Editor in Chief of “Exchanges.”
Audio podcasts have experienced a massive growth in number and popularity during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Podcasts offer benefits as promotional and educational tools,
whilst developing a sustained, constructive dialogue with their listening community.
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Illustrated through the experiences of The Exchanges Discourse, a companion podcast
to a university-hosted research journal, the talk will spotlight its recent genesis and
subsequent evolution.
The practical, technological and production processes will be showcased, alongside
reflections on elements such as show formats, guest management and publicising.
Through revisiting the podcast’s trials, tribulations and triumphs, the talk will also
highlight routes to overcoming some of the challenges encountered. Moreover, the
crucial value derived from embracing an ‘authentic and de-marketised’ discourse
within your audio content will be stressed throughout.
Consequently, delegates may be inspired and informed to explore how their own
library services could be actively, effectively and engagingly promoted through audio
content to reach new audiences.
.

Parallel 2A: Escape [to] the Library goes digital
Scott Chesworth, Liaison and Research Support Librarian, Keele University
How do you continue to offer Library Escape Rooms during a global pandemic where
close physical contact is impossible and you have to work from home? Take it online!
In 2020, whilst working from home, Scott created digital versions of his Library Escape
Room activities using Microsoft OneNote with sessions delivered live using Microsoft
Teams and adapted for different subject groups resulting in the recent attainment of
an in-house excellence award for supporting student learning.
During this workshop, Scott will:
• Detail his experience of creating a digital Escape Room compared with the
physical;
• Examine how group collaboration differs online compared with in-person;
• Discuss whether the digital Escape Room could (and should) replace the physical
Escape Room.
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• Delegates will play a specially created "room" live during the workshop and need
to complete a teaser puzzle ahead of the session with the solution needed as
part of the live game.

Short Session 2B1: Creating a connecting thread while witnessing a
pandemic in progress – a sense of fragmentation felt and
experienced
Anna Pelekanou, Senior Librarian, University of Nottingham.
The constant changes accompanying a pandemic in progress makes it more challenging
to establish a community without points of reference. The new virtual approach linked
to ‘not business as usual’ redefines in-person engagement with students and staff as
also access to university physical spaces.
Are we reinventing inspiration while dealing with restricting our respiration?
Reflecting on the role of academic libraries in the context of student experience, I will
share six lessons learned while working with Library and Student Experience teams
across the University of Nottingham. Six avenues to enhance firm collaborations that
act as a connecting thread to keep a community together amidst the uneven ground of
overlapping change. Discussions focus on the vast amount of adjustments being made
to our services, exchanging good practice and forming new strategies that meet the
new challenge; engaging with our students following a hybrid model involving inperson and virtual frameworks.

Short Session 2B2: The new Biomedical and Health Sciences library
- a journey
Lesley Thompson, Assistant Director and Sam Greasley, Library Officer, Biomedical and
Health Sciences Library, from the University of Lincoln.
This presentation will showcase the development and opening of the new Biomedical
and Health Sciences library at the University of Lincoln.
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In 2018, the new medical school was announced, as part of the government’s plan to
increase the number of medical students. The Medical School is a collaboration
between the University of Nottingham and the University of Lincoln. The Medical
School’s purpose-built building was handed over in April 2021 and included a new
Library.
The presentation will start from the building stage and cover how we worked with
estates to design the library, the logistics of splitting a collection, staff modelling and
recruitment concerns and finally it will discuss the changes and adaptations that had to
happen due to COVID. It will also include an exciting virtual video tour.
The presentation will be delivered by Lesley Thompson and Sam Greasley and is an
interesting example of how we had to adapt and grow to ensure that the library
opened as scheduled albeit as a study space initially whilst we worked with changing
guidelines around what was permitted under COVID.
.

Short Session 2B3 Covid-19, digital technology and sharing research
data – the perfect storm?
Alison Ashmore, Senior Research Librarian, University of Nottingham and Beth
Montagu-Hellen, Senior Research Librarian
Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic preliminary discussions had started with the Faculty of
Medicine and Health Sciences to deliver advocacy sessions on Research Data
Management. Everyone agreed it was a good idea, but the message was “not now”,
later.
In March 2020 the pandemic hit, all research in the labs stopped and everyone was
suddenly having to deal with new digital technology and sharing research data became
very important. The perfect storm. A Data Compliance workshop was organised, and the
library presented on data management plans and data sharing. The demand for
reviewing DMPs grew exponentially. The floodgates opened and the demand was
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overwhelming, we wanted the faculty to engage with us more, but we had never
expected this. but we had never expected the demand to be this great.

Short Session 2B4: Building our PGRs’ sense of belonging Prerecorded
Steve, Bull, Library Engagement Advisor, Deborah Munro, Customer Services Manager,
and Georgina Hardy, Postgraduate Development Officer, University of Birmingham
The postgraduate researcher (PGR) community at the University of Birmingham is a
large and diverse group, with over 4000 PGRs from different backgrounds and at
different stages of their lives. This, alongside the fact that their research involves a lot
of independent work, can enhance feelings of isolation and create challenges in PGRs
feeling a sense of belonging. These challenges have, of course, been amplified by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Library Services at the University of Birmingham have taken a number of different
approaches to making PGRs feel valued as members of the research and university
community over the last 18 months or so which will be explored in this short
presentation. We will discuss the impact of some of these activities and look to
demonstrate that, as well as being a time of adversity, the pandemic has also provided
new opportunities for engaging with, and building community amongst, our PGRs.

Parallel 3A: Creating a virtual and screen-to-screen service to
replace face-to-face information skills teaching during COVID times
and beyond
Teaching and Learning Support Team, University of Nottingham.
For the University of Nottingham Libraries Teaching and Learning Support Team, the
COVID pandemic entailed adapting an award-winning comprehensive suite of
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information skills sessions for online delivery. Synchronous teaching moved to
Microsoft Teams, and to complement this, Xerte has been used to create a series of
asynchronous resources to support student independent learning. They have been
viewed over 26,000 times so far.
In addition, to ensure easy access to a wide range of subject specific library and
information resources to support coursework and research, a collection of web-based
subject guides – one for each Faculty was created.
This session will include demonstrations of our Xerte’s and subject guides and
examples of where content has been embedded into modules, details of student
feedback and engagement, and insights from the Librarians involved in the creation
and delivery of these resources.

Short Session 3B1: You're always bringing your work home with
you!’ Running the Enquiry Service from home. Pre-Recorded
David Palmer, Enquiries and Communications Assistant, Aston University
This 10-minute presentation will share the highs and lows of running an enquiries service
completely remotely, highlighting how we adapted and responded to an increase in
demand following active promotion of online resources and remote methods of
contacting us. We will share approaches, tips and techniques on how we trained
colleagues in using Live Chat, how we set up effective support mechanisms and what we
did to promote these services, reflecting on what went well, what didn’t, and what we
have learned.
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Short Session 3B2: Making the unseen seen: how Mercian
institutions have stepped up to support the accessibility needs of
students during Covid-19.
Simon Satchwell Giles, Academic Services Librarian, Newman University.
As our Library services and Library spaces have adapted to the changing currents of the
Pandemic, many working in Mercian Collaboration member libraries have encountered
a novel phenomenon: the overnight revelation of barriers to library users whose
accessibility needs had hitherto been hidden to us and often to them as well. Some of
the barriers our existing students faced became higher still, and our existing efforts to
mitigate these suddenly weren’t working as well. During Mercian Disability Forum
meetings over the last 18 months, our members brought their discoveries, concerns and
solutions to meetings where we offered support, understanding and a spirit of learning
from each other. This presentation will look at how we met the challenges, what we
learnt along the way, and what this may mean for the future.

Short Session 3B3: Feeling at Home in the Online Office - forging an
online community for your department. Pre-recorded.
Andrew Manton-Maud, Senior Library Services Advisor, University of Worcester
With the need to work from home has come the challenge of moving the office online
and recreating what we once had. In this presentation Andrew will briefly explore the
ways in which you can meet these challenges, both for the benefit of your department
but also the benefit of the people within your team.
The presentation draws upon Andrew’s experiences of working from home in the last
twelve months, with practical suggestions to help your team feel connected whilst being
physically remote, and ideas for forging a welcoming online community and the added
benefits that can bring!
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Short Session 3B4: Copyright at BCU during 2020
Tom Rowley, Library Supervisor - Copyright & Digitisation, Birmingham City University
A brief overview of our activities relating to Copyright in the light of the switch to online
teaching and how changes to our work patterns have informed our approach to
copyright guidance (6mins) Plus 2 - 2min contributions from our Graduate Copyright
Assistants - Olivia Cope and Melissa Noke and their experiences joining the university
during lockdown

Session 4A: Library communication at University of Birmingham in
times of adversity.
Steve Bull and (Claire Browne,) Library Engagement Advisor, University of Birmingham
Communication with our users has, more than ever, been critical over the past 18
months. From the initial closing of physical services in March 2020 and promotion of
online resources, to the gradual re-introduction of services and commencement of
new initiatives and ways of working.
In this presentation, we’ll discuss our recently developed strategy of using Collegebased VLE courses to communicate library information to our student cohorts. We’ll
share our ethos on message creation, how we co-ordinate messages from across the
service, how we measure impact and effectiveness, and our plans for future
development.
Our presentation will also include a short workshop activity where delegates can
experience/practice message creation skills and pick-up practical editing tips.

Short Session 4A1: Academic skills in an online world: lessons
learned for the ‘new normal’
Joe Carey, Learning & Skills Development Librarian University of Wolverhampton
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Over the course of Lockdown, we have gathered a large amount of feedback on our
service – specifically on how students feel about our remote support. With the HE
world preparing to fully embrace blended learning, this feedback offers a collection of
encouraging notes – as well as lessons to learn – on how support services like ours
ought to look in the future.
This short talk will unpack some of these feedback highlights and open up what will
hopefully be an ongoing discussion on how academic skills support can adapt to a
blended learning environment.

Short Session 4A2 Supporting students online: Discovery Sessions,
Allie Taylor, Academic Liaison Librarian, University of Worcester
The Academic Services team created askalibrarian Discovery Sessions as a response to
social distancing requirements and lockdowns in 2020. Short online workshops have
supplemented our embedded teaching within courses, breathing new life into the oneoff training format. Discovery Sessions have provided timely, relevant content on the
main skills that students need to successfully find, evaluate and reference information.
We will look at the sessions' development and evaluation, and explore how the
sessions will progress over the coming academic year.

Short Session 4B1: Unlocking library resources and research skills
through a virtual treasure hunt. Pre-Recorded
Rhiannon Taylor, Academic Support Officer, Kate Courage, Academic Support Librarian,
Sophie Allen, Academic Support Officer, Catriona Matthews, Academic Services
Development Manager, all from the University of Warwick
How do you make an online Library skills session both informative and fun for an
optional “enrichment” week for first-year students? We were tasked with creating an
enticing session for English undergraduates for an end of year week of extra-curricular
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activities. Could we create a treasure hunt that worked virtually? Could we help
students improve their ability to find trickier academic sources while having fun?
We will share how we piloted using OneNote to create an escape room-style
experience on Teams, where students worked together to solve clues, find
library resources and spell out a secret phrase to win. We designed the session to use
key resources for English and address some common research pitfalls. We will share
our reflections on planning and designing this activity and will address the practicalities
of running a virtual escape room-style activity and reflect on the oftenunexpected ways in which students found resources

Short Session 4B2 #ebookSOS: how the pandemic has impacted on
learning resources and what we’re doing about it at the University
of Worcester
Phil Jones and Sarah Pittaway, Head of Library Academic Engagement University of
Worcester
Maintaining teaching excellence includes learning resources that support and engage
students. Over the course of the pandemic, ‘digital first’ policies for book purchasing
have paid dividends providing online access to resources during successive lockdowns
and limited physical library access.
The ebook publishing landscape has always been complex, with restrictive licensing
and access options, and frequently prohibitive costs. The last 12 months, however,
have seen rampant profiteering from many publishers seeking to take advantage of
student need for ebooks, culminating in the #ebookSOS campaign which calls for an
independent investigation into ebook publishing practices.
This session will reflect on what the University of Worcester has been doing to raise
academic awareness around ebook publishing and purchasing, including a success
story from the School of Education where working in partnership with Library Services
has helped academics make informed choices about publishing in line with their values
as inclusive practitioners.
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Parallel Session 5A Any other duties: personal perspectives from
the last service standing
Helen Curtis (Library Director) and Claire Townsend (Library Enquiries and
Communication Manager) University of Aston
This presentation will share reflections and lessons learnt through running the library
throughout the pandemic from the perspective of the Director and the Enquiries and
Communications Manager. Both new to Aston in early 2020, Helen and Claire have had
a unique experience of learning on the job, whilst responding to the ever changing
challenges of lockdown, and the ever growing number of ‘any other duties’ that
became the focus of our roles. We will describe our experience of running the library
online and on campus, setting up new services and procedures, supporting staff
working in new ways, and share what we have learnt about our teams, our users, and
ourselves. A test of personal resilience, we will discuss approaches and techniques we
used to get through the hard times, and the positive experiences we also had along the
way around team bonding and staff empowerment, user experience and feedback, and
ideas for service development.

Parallel Session 5B: Student partnership in the online world.
Kate Courage, Academic Support Librarian, and Kat Halliday, Academic Support
Librarian, both University of Warwick.
In 2020/21 the pandemic forced Warwick’s successful Library Associates scheme to
move online. This session will cover how this student partnership scheme has evolved
since its inception in 2016, recruiting more students and providing wider opportunities
for the students involved.
We will focus on the transition to online in the past year, covering recruitment, planning
and scheduling of meetings, and delivering the programme in the new virtual
environment. We will discuss how staff upskilled to facilitate the scheme, learning new
technologies and tools whilst searching out digital pedagogies. We will showcase
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highlights from this year’s student outputs, which include video content creation, online
book groups, social media take-overs, a Covid reflections piece and blog content
creation.
In the workshop, librarians and students from the scheme will reflect honestly on how
the programme adapted and evolved, including the highs and lows of moving an
inherently social scheme to an online setting.
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Speakers
Alison Ashmore: Short Session 2B3
Alison graduated with a degree in Biochemistry from the
University of Leeds, and after working as a library trainee
completed a MSc in Information Science at the University of
Sheffield. Alison has worked for a number of pharmaceutical
companies in a wide range of information-related roles and
moved across to the academic sector in 2015 as an Academic
Librarian at Loughborough University. In her current role Alison is a Senior Research
Librarian at the University of Nottingham, with liaison responsibilities for Medicine and
Health Sciences and provides expertise in systematic reviews and bibliometrics.

Allie Taylor: Parallel Session 1B and Short Session 4A2
Allie is a Academic Liaison Librarian for Arts, Humanities and Education. She taught
English as a foreign language before being lured into libraries via
an MSc at City University, London. She has worked at the
University of Worcester for over 17 years teaching information
skills, referencing and enjoying the thrill of live chat enquiries.
She spends free time encouraging her three children to do
something other than stare at a screen, and grows things in pots.

Amber Wentzell: Parallel Session 5B
Amber is a Health and Medical Sciences student at the University of
Warwick. She has been a library associate for the last year and has
been involved in promotional materials to raise awareness for the
library and its services.
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Andrew Manton-Maud: Short Session 3B3
Andrew has worked in libraries for nine years and worked for the
University of Worcester for four. He has had the great privilege of
working at the Hive library in Worcester, which is a combined public
and university library. He works now for their Reading Resources
Team and manages module resource lists in Talis Aspire, with their
related digitisation requests.
In his spare time, he is the leader of a World of Warcraft online community called Tree
of Hope. Using Discord, he has created an inclusive and welcoming space for members
from across Europe.

Dr Anna Pelekanou: Short Session 2B1
Anna originates from Volos, Greece, and in 2001 completed the
Bachelor of Music with Music Technology programme at the
University of Hull specialising in electroacoustic composition. In
2003 she was awarded a Master’s of Art in Musicology and in 2014
obtained her PhD in Music degree, both from University of
Nottingham. Since 2006, Anna worked for UoN Libraries in different
roles, currently as a Senior Librarian for Arts & Social Sciences –
Hallward and Music libraries. Since 2008, she had various Student
Experience roles alongside Libraries, and in 2016 became the Warden of Broadgate Park
Halls leading a team of Resident Tutors to assist with the educational, welfare, social and
cultural functions of the Hall of over 2000 registered students. In 2017 she also qualified
as a Coach and Mentor and is currently an active member of the University Coach Pool.
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Dr Beth Montague-Hellen: Short Session 2B3
Beth started off academic life as a Molecular Biologist studying at
Manchester University. The next 14 years were spent as a
bioinformatician, accruing an MSc and a PhD on the way.
Following this, Beth re-trained as a Librarian, primarily working in
Research Support, open access and research data management,
which is a much smaller move for a bioinformatician than most
people think.
Beth is currently a Senior Research Librarian at the University of Nottingham and runs
the research data management service as part of this role.

Catriona Matthews: Session 4B1
Catriona Matthews was the Academic Services Development
Manager at the University of Warwick Library from March 2020 to
July 2021. She supported and developed the Library’s Online
course provision and the innovative application of learning
technologies. She has a particular interest in the learning
design of timely and engaging active learning opportunities and
supporting student experience

Claire Browne: Session 4A
Claire is Customer Relationship Manager for Library Services at
the University of Birmingham, and is motivated by collaborative,
compassionate and creative working. She has over 10 years’
experience working in library customer support roles, and
currently has responsibility for communications, marketing, event
organisation, service development and UX projects. Claire is also
on the planning group for CSGUK Libraries
https://www.customerservicesgroup.co.uk.
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Claire Townsend – Parallel Session 5A
Claire is the Library Enquiries and Communications Manager at Aston University,
where she leads a library team who operate user and enquiry
services and plans and delivers library communications and
marketing campaigns. She has over 15 years’ experience in academic
and specialist research libraries, including St. George’s University,
University of Warwick, Kingston University, Wellcome Collection and
Royal College of Physicians. Her professional interests include; staff
development including coaching and mentoring; user-focused
service delivery and library marketing. Claire is a member of the Mercian
Collaboration’s Marketing and Communications Group and a chartered member of
CILIP.

David Palmer Short Session 3B1
A native of Birmingham! After a brief spell in the book supply
industry David joined Aston University Library back in 1993,
originally working as an Information Resources Assistant before
becoming a founding member of the newly formed Library
Enquiries Team in 2015.
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Deborah Munro: Short Session 2B4
Deborah Munro has worked for Library Services at the University of
Birmingham since 2017 moving from Senior Library Assistant to
Customer Services Manager. As Customer Services manager
Deborah oversees the frontline teams. Her previous career and
experience was in the custom Deborah Munro has worked for
Library Services at the University of Birmingham since 2017 moving
from Senior Library Assistant to Customer Services Manager. As
Customer Services manager Deborah oversees the frontline
teams. Her previous career and experience was in the customer service industry, an
area in which she feels passionate about. Her focus is on service development,
frontline services and the student experience.
Deborah is also currently Vice-Chair of the Mercian Conference Group

Emma Cragg: Keynote
Emma Cragg started her career in academic libraries supporting the business schools at
Oxford and Warwick. On returning to her adopted home of Newcastle she stayed
working in universities turning her focus to website
development and communication.
As part of all these roles Emma took on responsibility for staff
development which later prompted a full career change.
Today, Emma is a certified personal development coach,
working with individuals and teams at times of transition to
help them pause, reflect, and make conscious choices about
what's next.
Find out more about Emma and her work at ekcragg.co.uk
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Fay Inverarity: Parallel 5B
Fay has just completed a 4-year BA in German studies at the University of Warwick and
is returning this year to complete an MA in Translation and Cultures. She has been part
of the library associate scheme since her second year at
university (2018) and has been writing for the library’s
Study Happy Blog since October 2020. Throughout her
time as an associate, she has had the opportunity to do
a ‘takeover’ of the library Instagram account, to aid the
library in conducting focus groups, and has been closely
involved in the library’s development of wellbeing resource reading lists.

Dr Gareth (Gaz) Johnson: Short Session 1B2
Gareth has been Editor-in-Chief of the interdisciplinary, early career researcher journal
Exchanges since 2018. With a doctorate in cultural academic publishing practices, he
also holds various degrees in biomedical technology,
information management and research practice. His career
includes extensive experience in academic libraries, project
management and applied research roles. He is a proponent for
greater academic agency through scholar-led publishing, and an
expert in distributed team management and effective communication practices. A
keen media creator, he has been podcasting for over half a decade with over 125
episodes produced to date. Additionally, he currently executive manages the Mercian
Collaboration.
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Georgina Hardy: Short Session 2B4
Georgina Hardy became Postgraduate Development Officer in
Library Services at the University of Birmingham in 2016,
following 11 years as an Information Specialist at Aston
University Library Services. As part of the Research Skills Team
(established 2018) and supported by a team of postgraduate
teaching assistants, she designs, coordinates and delivers a
programme of workshops on transferrable and research skills to
postgraduate researchers across all disciplines. She also plays an
important role in supporting and developing Library Services’ contribution to the
postgraduate researcher experience at the University of Birmingham. She is a
Chartered Librarian and Senior Fellow of Advance HE.

Gillian Siddall: Parallel Session 1A
Gillian is an Academic Librarian working at the University of Northampton. She has
worked in the Library and information sector in both further
and higher education. At Northampton she supports the
Health, Sports, Exercise and Life Sciences programmes, this
broad subject coverage means no day is ever the same. Gillian
enjoys teaching students at all levels and working with
academic staff. Gillian is also a committee member of the
Library and Information Research Group, supporting CPD
activities. She is a chartered member of CILIP and a Fellow of
the Higher Education Academy. Gillian’s research interests are reading lists and
information literacy.
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Hannah Woods: Parallel Session 1A
Hannah has recently joined the Open University as a Learning and
Teaching Librarian. She has worked in Librarianship in Higher
Education for 15 years. She started her professional career as a
Trainee Liaison Librarian at the University of Reading, before joining
the University of Northampton as an Academic Librarian supporting
Education programmes. Hannah is a Fellow of the Higher Education
Academy. Hannah has worked with colleagues looking at the value
and impact of reading lists on the student learning experience

Helen Curtis: Parallel Session 5A
Helen is Director of Library Services at Aston University where
she is responsible for the leadership and development of the
library service and library team. She has worked in academic
libraries since 2004 with positions at Loughborough University,
the University of Warwick, the University of Wolverhampton
and the Arts University Bournemouth. Helen has developed
services and teams supporting activities across learning and
research, user experience, customer services, and learning
environments. Helen is a member of the Mercian Collaboration’s Steering Group in the
role of Treasurer, and is engaged with SCONUL through the Organisational
Development Strategy Group.
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Joe Carey: Short Session 4A1
Joe works as the Learning & Skills Development Manager at
Wolverhampton University. Although initially trained as an
academic librarian, after a couple of years in the field he found
that academic skills support provided the ‘niche’ for him. Working
with our Skills team at a diverse, profession-focussed university,
he has been exposed to a full range of student profiles and needs.
This has made leading the Skills for Learning team a dynamic challenge, with plenty of
opportunities for meaningful feedback for his team

Kat Halliday: Parallel 5B
Kat is an Academic Support Librarian at the University of
Warwick, supporting Warwick Business School. She supports
teaching and learning, providing resources and training in
research and information skills. Her interests lie in supporting
students from LGBTUA+ communities and diversifying the
library's collections. Kat has worked for almost three years at
Warwick and previously as a legal and NHS Librarian

Kate Courage: Short Session 4B1 and Parallel Session 5B
Kate Courage is an Academic Support Librarian at the University
of Warwick Library, working primarily with humanities
departments. She supports teaching and learning, providing
resources and training in research and information skills. She has
a particular interest in supporting the student experience and
leads the Library Associates scheme, working in partnership with
undergraduate students to help improve the Library service. Kate has been at Warwick
for eight years and previously worked for ten years at the Bodleian Libraries in
Oxford.
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Kristy Millard: Parallel Session 1B
Kristy is the Reading Resources Coordinator for Library Services at University of
Worcester which includes delivery and management of the Resource List system,
Digitisation and Alternative Formats services. Following a
career in the NHS she transitioned from retail bookselling and
academic text buying to working in public and academic
libraries and has experience of front of house customer
service and content delivery. She is passionate about delivery
of resources to students and staff and the important role
services and systems play in the learning and teaching
experience. In her own time, she loves getting in water and
hitting the coast when possible, going on long wanders and travelling about enjoying
the outdoors

Lesley Thompson: Short Session 2B2
Assistant Director; User Experience and Learning Support. Lesley
has worked in libraries for 25 years originally starting out in
specialist business libraries.

Madalene George: Parallel Session 1B
Madalene is a Student Engagement Coordinator and Senior
Library Services Advisor for University of Worcester Library
Services. She began her career in libraries in a front of house
position at The Hive, University of Worcester’s integrated public
and university library, before taking on her current roles
supporting student engagement and the provision of inter library
requests and alternative formats. She has a particular interest in
working in partnership with students to create an innovative and
inclusive service and generate meaningful dialogues about student experience. Outside
of work she can usually be found in the garden or herding two cats
merciancollaboration.org.uk
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Mark Eccleston Short Session1B1
Mark is an Archivist and Project Manager based at the Cadbury
Research Library, University of Birmingham. He has responsibility
for a number of our significant archival holdings including the
records of the Save the Children Fund, the YMCA and the Youth
Hostels Association (YHA). In 2018 he secured funding from The
Wellcome Trust to complete a project to fully catalogue the Save
the Children archive. This project concluded in June 2021 and,
after receiving additional funding for another large-scale piece of work, he currently
manages the YMCA and YHA archive cataloguing project team.

Phil Jones: Short Session 4B2
A qualified librarian and Fellow of the Higher Education Academy Phil was recently
delighted to complete an MBA (leadership in HE) with
distinction.
Phil has experience of working in multiple roles in public
libraries before making the move to HE libraries as a Liaison
Librarian at the University of Worcester and then Coventry
University. Subsequently he became Academic Liaison Manager
at Coventry before moving back to Worcester to take on the
newly-created post of Head of Content and Discovery during the
first lockdown.
His career is driven by a desire to connect people with information and help them to
achieve their potential.
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Polly Harper: Short Session 1A2
Polly works at the University of Birmingham, within Library Services as the “Academic
Transition Officer.” Her role is based within the Academic Skills
Centre, focussing particularly on supporting student transition to
University through academic skills and peer support, and
supporting the most under-represented students. She began this
role in August 2020, right in the midst of the pandemic, and so
had to learn quickly how to navigate the changing landscape!
(Transition and adaptation was a challenge …) Prior to this role,
she worked as an academic engagement librarian.

Rhiannon Taylor: Short Session 5A
Rhiannon is an Academic Support Officer at the University of
Warwick Library. She works with colleagues to apply learning
technologies to deliver innovative support to students and staff at
the University. Rhiannon’s experience includes a variety of roles in
higher education libraries and she previously worked for six years at
Cambridge University Library.

Sam Greasley: Short Session 2B2
Sam is currently the Library Officer for the Biomedical and Health
Sciences Library. Sam has worked at the university of Lincoln for
six years and previously worked at Falmouth University. She has
thirty years’ experience in art, science and medical libraries
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Sam Thomas: Short Session 1A1
Sam is a Learning Development Tutor at the University of Northampton.
Prior to this she worked in academic and public libraries in a range of
professional roles, including reader development, teaching digital
literacy, and answering enquiries for a wide range of library users, both
face-to-face and online. Her current research interests include the role
of language in teaching and learning, accessibility and inclusion in learning
development work, and working collaboratively with students to develop online study
skills resources.

Dr Sarah Pittaway: Short Session 4B2
Sarah is Head of Library Academic Engagement at The Hive in
Worcester, home to Europe’s first integrated public and university
library. She is a Senior Fellow of the HEA and holds a PhD in Medieval
Studies, having flirted with an academic career prior to embracing life
as a librarian. Sarah is a member of UKSG’s Outreach & Engagement
Committee, SCONUL’s Trends & Futures Strategy Group, and is the
Chair for the Mercian Staff Development Group. She is passionate about ensuring that
libraries matter to universities and are able to adapt to the ever-changing climate of
higher education.
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Scott Chesworth: Parallel 2A
Scott Chesworth is Liaison and Research Support Librarian and
Fellow of the Higher Education Academy based in the Library’s
Academic Services team at Keele University in Staffordshire. His
work in creating and facilitating Library Escape Room activities have
become popular events in the University calendar for students as
well as academic and professional support teams, whilst helping to
make the development of key information retrieval skills enjoyable. With the move to
online learning, Scott has applied creativity and initiative to develop the digital Library
Escape Room using Microsoft OneNote and delivered sessions over Microsoft Teams to
great success.

Simon Satchwell Giles: Short Session 3B2
Simon Satchwell Giles is an Academic Service Librarian at Newman University,
Birmingham. His brief includes strategic oversight of the Library
service for students with disabilities or other accessibility needs
and he is the current chair of the Mercian Disability Forum.
Simon has first-hand experience of the barriers that some
students face in accessing and using the services and resources
that they need to learn effectively. He is interested in the way that people’s
experiences and challenges to their expectations can help inform our practice, and
how this can move us towards a ‘universal’ service.
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Steve Bull: Short Session 2B4 and Session 4A
Steve Bull is Library Engagement Advisor for Library
Services at the University of Birmingham, working within
the Library Customer Support Division. Steve has over 15
years’ experience working for Library Services and is the
named contact for Schools within 2 Colleges, with a
primary focus on strategic library engagement support.
Externally, Steve has served on the committee of the
Business Librarian’s Association and has been part of the Editorial Team for SCONUL
Focus. He has presented on a range of topics as well as co-authored a number of peerreviewed journal articles.

The Teaching and Learning Support Team from the University of
Nottingham: Parallel 3A

Catherine

Ella

Ruth

Jane

The Teaching and Learning Support Team consists of Jane Freeman (loves dancing;
hates bananas), Ella Wharton (loves podcasts; hates jogging), Catherine Shipley (loves
chickens; hates other peoples’ feet) and Ruth Curtis (loves pink G&T’s; hates cleaning
the bathroom), and between them have 76 years’ experience in a variety of subject
areas including agriculture and food sciences; chemical and civil engineering; medicine
and health sciences; psychology; arts and humanities; and study skills. They are all
qualified librarians with either fellowship or associate status with Advance HE and a
passion for enhancing students’ information literacy skills.
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Tom Rowley -Short Session 3B4
Tom Rowley has been a Library Supervisor with responsibility for
Copyright Guidance at BCU for 2 years. He spent a large portion of
his career before then in Library Systems in Cheshire Local
Authorities.
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